Philanthropic Investment Grant
http://realizeimpact.org
Purpose. The donor (listed below) recommends that
Realize Impact make an investment of
$

Fees.
• No fee is charged for grants under $10,000.
• $500 for grants of $10,000 or more.

+ [$0 | $500] in

Reporting. Realize Impact will provide updates on its
investments to all donors on a quarterly basis, and publish
an impact report on an annual basis.
(Email or URL:

)

because of the following potential impact

Realize Impact is organized and operated exclusively for
the charitable proposes within the meaning of Section
501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code, with federal tax
identifier 46-3594732, specifically to provide financial
support, mentorship, and other assistance to early-stage
socially-, environmentally-, health-, and communityconscious enterprises that are unable to obtain financing
from conventional sources as a way to relieve poverty,
create jobs, improve the health of communities and
individual therein, and to improve the environment.
Not For. Grant funds may not be used to any extent to
carry out propaganda, or otherwise attempt to influence
legislation; or to influence the outcome of any specific
election or to carry on, directly or indirectly, any voter
registration drive; and all other restrictions per IRS
requirements.
Investment. Realize Impact will have its investment
committee confirm the potential impact of the
recommended investment, confirm that this is a prudent
use of funds, review the terms of an investment, and if
needed, negotiate those terms. Realize Impact shall have
full control and authority to decide whether to make the
investment or not, as well as full control and authority to
abide by the recommendations provided by the donor, or
not. If the investment is found acceptable and when
sufficient funds are available, Realize Impact will make the
recommended investment. If for some reason the
recommended investment is not made, the donation will
be returned to the donor.

Return on Investment. If the investment has an original
value of $10,000 or more, the donor recommends that
99% of the money returned from this investment be
donated to the following 501(c)3 public charity or private
foundation:

Ownership. Upon receipt of the grant and completion of
the investment Realize Impact is the owner of the asset.
Any ongoing investment management decisions, such as
exiting an investment, are the full responsibility of Realize
Impact.
Be Nice. The donor will not, in public, make derogatory,
disparaging or critical statements about Realize Impact.
Realize Impact will not, in public, make derogatory,
disparaging or critical statements about the donor.
Representation. Realize Impact is a nonprofit corporation
in good standing in the State of Washington, with tax
exempt status under Section 501(c)3 of the IRS tax code.
Termination. If the investment has an original value of
$10,000 or more, this agreement shall expire one year
after Realize Impact reports that no further value is
reasonably expected from the recommended investment.
For original values under $10,000, this agreement shall
terminate after one year.
Washington. This contract is governed under the laws of
the State of Washington.
Whole Contract. This is the complete contract between
the donor and Realize in regards to this donation. There
are no other amendments.
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Other relevant information:

A few sentences to share with other philanthropic investors on why you believe this is a good investment:

DONOR
The funds are being sent via:
[ ] Check
Name:
Email:

[ ] Wire
Name of DAF sponsor or foundation:

Address:

Date:

If from a DAF, the name of the DAF account:

The donor would like to be recognized as:
(or fill in “Anonymous” if no recognition is desired)

CHECK:
Realize Impact
271 Winslow Way E, #11548
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
WIRE:
Columbia Bank
208 High School Rd NE, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
+1 206 842-1035
Routing: 125108272
Account: 7001202668

